
Upstream 5



Unit 1a Neighbours

bad – neighbour – good



Vocabulary (Ex. 1)

• babysit (v) to take care of babies or children for a short time 
while their parents are out

• run wild (idm) if children or animals run wild, they behave as 
they like because nobody is controlling them

• litter (n) small pieces of rubbish/garbage such as paper, cans 
and bottles, that people have left lying in a public place



2 A good neighbour watches your house when you're away.
3 A good neighbour feeds your pet.
4 A good neighbour does the shopping for you.
5 A good neighbour babysits your kids.
6 A bad neighbour does DIY at night.
7 A bad neighbour lets their dog bark all day/night.
8 A bad neighbour lets their children run wild.
9 A bad neighbour drops litter in your garden.

10 A bad neighbour plays loud music late at night.

Answer Key (Ex. 1)





• annoyed (adj) irritated, slightly angry (ราํคาญ)

• embarrassed (adj) shy, awkward or ashamed, especially in a 
social situation (รู้สึกอบัอาย, ลาํบากใจ)

• thankful (adj) pleased or grateful for something (รู้สึกยนิดีหรือ
อยากจะขอบคุณ)

• grateful (adj) showing or expressing thanks, especially to 
another person (รู้สึกอยากจะขอบคุณ)

Vocabulary (Ex. 2)

A: I feel very thankful when my neighbour waters my plants and 
watches my house when I'm away.

B: Me too. I'm also grateful when my neighbour feeds my pet
and does my shopping for me. etc

Answer Key (Ex. 2)



The text is about the relationship the writer has with his/her
neighbours and what they do that pleases or bothers him/her.

Answer Key (Ex. 3a)









Answer Key (Ex. 3b)



• depends on (phr): used to mean that the first of two things will be affected 
by the second

• keen (adj): enthusiastic
• digging (gerund): making holes in soil, rubbish, rubble, etc
• bulbs (n): large, round roots that grow into flowers or vegetables
• grow (v): get bigger
• give him the benefit of the doubt (exp): used when you're not sure 

someone is guilty, so you act as if they are innocent
• does me a favour (phr): does something nice or good for sb
• seeds (n): what you plant to grow into flowers, vegetables, etc
• chases them away (phr): runs after to make something or someone go away
• patch (n): small area of land where crops are grown
• keeps an eye on things (phr): watches, looks out for
• chatting cheerfully (phr): talking happily
• drives me crazy (phr): makes me angry/irritated
• clear away (phr): pick up and throw/put away
• keep on good terms (phr): stay friendly
• get along (phr v): have a good relationship

Words/Phrases in bold (Ex. 3b)





A: Mr Roberts, I'd like to apologise to you. I know that our dog,
Jeff, was barking all night. I hope he didn't keep you awake.

B: Don't worry about it. It's the first time it has ever happened.

Suggested Answer Key (Ex. 4)





The man that lives next door to us is called Mr Smith. He has been our 
neighbour for many years and I really think he is a nice person. He always 
waters our plants and feeds our pet when we are away. However, 
sometimes, Mr Smith lets his dog bark all night. This drives me crazy 
because I can’t get to sleep, but generally Mr Smith is a good neighbour. I 
think I am very lucky to live beside him!

Suggested Answer Key (Writing)


